
Robyn's Humid Weather 
Bath Bomb Recipe

BA TH  BOMB  REC I P E  +  PROCE S S



My original recipe was much simpler and a

gift from my friend Shannon who made

bath bombs that I loved. The problem was,

she lives in an arid climate and the recipe

wouldn't work for me. The bath bombs

cracked and turned to piles of fragrant

dust.

This started the journey of a thousand

notebooks. Well, maybe not that many, but

there were definitely pages and pages of

notes as I tweaked this recipe out. There

were certain elements I wanted to include.

I loved the way Kaolin clay felt in the

water. There were certain standards I

wanted to meet. I wanted bath bombs that

really lasted a long time. And above all, I

needed them to work. All the time. Every

time. Rain or shine. And they do! 

I make these bath bombs all the time in

humidity at 70% and above! Hopefully they

will help others who live in wet swampy

environments as well! Feel free to modify

and tweak the recipe as needed to make it

work for you! If you’d like more bubbles

and less foam, for example, you can

increase your Ratio of Citric to Baking

soda, or simply reduce the amount of SLSa

being used. As you tweak, always take

batch notes and keep track of how a recipe

works for you both during the making and

how it performs afterward.

I make bath bombs in the rain. Not out in

the rain per se, but it will for sure be

raining outside, and there’s me inside

making bath bombs like a boss. If I had

to wait for the humidity to drop, then I

would just be making soap. 

Living on the Gulf Coast of Texas is bad

enough. We have hurricanes and a

tropical climate that is oppressive. 

You can step outside and immediately

be drenched in sweat from the 80-90%

humidity we face nearly year round. I

seriously have questions about the

people who decided to drain a swamp,

build a city, then name it Houston. I

have even more questions about the

people who decided to stay here before

the advent of air conditioning. But I

digress.
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If you’ve ever made bath bombs before

you know that they can be quite fickle!

One day they seem to work fine, and the

next day they fall apart, turn to dust, or

start developing warts! One of the main

reasons I think that happens has to do

with the volumetric measurements that

are often used. While volumetric seems

easier than painstakingly weighing

everything, the problem is that it’s very

hard to be consistent. Dry ingredients like

baking soda and citric acid can develop

clumps, and when you’re using a 1cup

measuring scoop, that makes it hard to be

sure you’re using the same amount every

time!

The other thing that I think can really help

with getting consistent results every time

has to do with sifting your ingredients.

Using a sieve or sifter to help break up

clumps made a huge difference for me

when it came to great texture! I also use a

stand mixer, but even using a hand mixer

is going to be beneficial when it comes to

getting a nice even mix for your bath

bombs! I encourage you to give it a shot!

It saved my wrists!
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There are a few notes on this formulation.

First off you might notice right off the bat

that I use both Fine and Coarse SLSA. I do this

because to achieve the amount of bubbliness

that I want, fine SLSA--which slows reaction

time--would make my bath bombs last over 15

minutes! Coarse SLSA on the other hand is

too reactive, and causes them to fizz out

faster than I would like. Combined, I get just

the right amount of bubbliness to fizz time

that I prefer. I also include a milk powder

because I enjoy the extra foaminess it adds

and it has great label appeal.

The other thing people typically comment on

is my use of “fillers”... I think the term “filler”

in a recipe is a bit deceptive. These aren’t

ingredients being added to make a recipe

cheaper. Each one is there to perform a

function, and when used correctly, they help

your bath bombs harden quicker and last

longer. I actually use a combination of the

three most popular fillers. Cream of Tartar

helps my fizzies harden but it is expensive. I

love the way Kaolin Clay feels in the water,

but it doesn’t work as a very good hardener in

my area. And Cornstarch can help bath bombs

to float, is nice and cheap, and also does a

great job at helping them dry. 

I developed this recipe after a lot of trial and

error, but don’t feel the need to follow it

point for point! Everyone will have different

preferences when it comes to making bath

bombs! The goal is to have a recipe that works

for you day in and day out and that you and

your customers love!

Finally, this recipe is unique in that I don’t

have to use binder. The Coco Betaine helps to

act as a binder. I do give it 2-3 sprays of water

just to make sure I’m getting a reaction, but

that’s really for my own peace of mind!

(there's a funny story here and yall can feel

free to ask me…  but umm…  yeah I always

check now to make sure I’m getting a reaction

before I make a metric ton of bath bombs!) 

I will occasionally tweak this as the seasons

change, for example in Hurricane Season I will

use 10g more of COT. If I seem to have issues

with the bombs cracking I might add 2-3

grams more of cocoa butter.

If you’re just starting out feel free to cut this

recipe in half to make it more manageable for

you!
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ROBYN'S HUMID WEATHER 
BATH BOMB RECIPE

Citric Acid- 660 grams

Baking Soda-1240 grams

SLSA Fine- 25 grams

SLSA Coarse- 25 grams

Milk Powder- 50 grams

Cream of Tartar- 20 grams

Kaolin Clay-50 grams

Cornstarch- 80 grams

Red 40 Lake, Yellow 6 Lake

Cocoa Butter- 30 grams

Polysorbate 80- 30 grams

Avocado Oil- 28 grams

Coco Betaine- 5-7 grams

Fragrance Oil- 40 grams

Dry Ingredients

Liquid Ingredients

Weigh and sift all dry ingredients EXCEPT CITRIC ACID

and FINE SLSA into a mixing bowl.

Gently weigh the fine SLSA into the other dry

ingredients. Don't sift as it easily becomes airborne.

Cover and give it a quick mix!

Weigh cocoa butter into a separate container and melt in

microwave.

Add other wet ingredients to melted cocoa butter and

stir well before adding to dry mix.

To prevent the powder becoming airborne, keep the dry

mix covered while you add in the wet ingredients (I’m

super thrilled with this plastic cover I found on Amazon,

but you can just use a towel!).

If the weather is dry where you live, this is a good point

to add a couple sprays of binder (I use water as my

binder!) and give it one last mix before adding my citric

acid!

Add your Citric Acid.

Let the mix fully incorporate and feel free to scrape the

bottom to make sure everything is well blended.

Drop/squeeze test.

Mold!

When I make my bath bombs this is the order I do it in, but

feel free to develop your own routine and ritual!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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1 Weigh and sift all dry ingredients

EXCEPT CITRIC ACID and FINE SLSA

into a mixing bowl.

2. Gently weigh the fine SLSa into the

other dry ingredients. Don't sift as it

easily becomes airborne. 

3. Cover and give it a quick mix!

4. Weigh cocoa butter into a separate

container and melt in microwave.

5. Add other wet ingredients to melted

cocoa butter and stir well before

adding to dry mix.

6. To prevent the powder becoming

airborne, keep the dry mix covered

while you add in the wet ingredients

(I’m super thrilled with this plastic

cover I found on Amazon, but you can

just use a towel!).

1 2

3 4

5 6

S T E P S  W I T H  P R O C E S S  P H O T O S
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7. If the weather is dry where you live,

this is a good point to add a couple

sprays of binder (I use water as my

binder!) and give it one last mix before

adding my citric acid!

8. Add your Citric Acid.

9. Let the mix fully incorporate and

feel free to scrape the bottom to make

sure everything is well blended.

10. Drop/squeeze test.

11. Mold!

1 2

3 4

5 6



3D PRINTED MOLDS

When Using 3D molds I weigh each

bath bomb as I make it. First I tare the

scale with the empty shell of the mold,

fill the mold, weigh that, and try to

stay within .5 ounces of that weight to

keep my bath bombs consistent. 3D

molds should always be hand washed

in lukewarm water, but other than

that they are quite resilient. 

You’ll see me beat on them a lot!

When they are brand new they might

catch and stick a little. This generally

diminishes after the first batch, but at

first it might cause some frustration!

Don’t give up! 3D molds are one of my

favorite ways to make bath bombs! 

Loosely fill the mold. Press the two

halves into the shell and slide them

back and forth until you’re able to pull

them from the shell. Use a spoon to

tap the sides and gently unmold. If the

mold is a “plunger style” mold, where

one piece has a lip and doesn’t slide

through, then place that piece into the

shell, fill the mold, then firmly press

the thicker plunger piece in. 
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VACUUM FORM MOLDS

You can also use vacuum form molds,

which require less banging and a bit

more massaging to convince them to

come out! Fill in any detailed areas

and keep pressing the mix in firmly,

using the heel of your hand to pack the

mold completely. Use a knife or pastry

scraper to level off the back of the

bath bomb and prevent cracking.

Flip the mold onto the tray, gently

squeeze the sides and rub the face of

the mold to help the bath bomb loosen

a bit. You can even tug on the edges as

you lift up if the bath bomb feels a

little stuck. Ta-daa! You’ve got a

shaped bath bomb.
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CLASSIC ROUND MOLDS

I prefer stainless steel to the

aluminum molds. While they aren’t

always as easy to find, they are far

easier to use and don’t pick up the

nicks and dents the way aluminum

molds will. Overfill each half of the

mold, gently pressing the mix in, but

not packing heavily. With the mix

mounded up, push each side together,

squeezing tightly on the lip of the

mold. Don’t twist the two halves--that

will generally cause the bath bombs to

break! Instead just squeeze! When

they are ready to unmold, use a spoon

to tap both sides of the mold and

break the suction. Unmold! Using

plastic bath bomb molds can help

retain the round shape of your bath

bombs!
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COLORS

I used to advocate adding Lake Colors before

the citric acid, but I’ve noticed (through doing

dozens of color blends for the color studies)

that it doesn’t matter as much when the

colorant is added. What seems to matter more

is giving the citric acid plenty of time to blend

with the mix and pick up the colorant. Citric

Acid is the least absorbent ingredient and is

likely the issue when the bath bomb is spotty

or the color is uneven. There are tons of color

studies that can be found on

BathFizzAndFoam.com. Feel free to utilize

that resource to learn more about coloring

bath bombs with Lakes, Dyes, or micas!

TWEAKING & TROUBLESHOOTING

Give the bath bombs plenty of time to dry. I

prefer to give them 3 days. This is a wetter

mix because of the oils, so this dry time is

important! They will also tend to be heavier

because of these oils. Where most people say

their 2.5 inch round bath bomb weighs 6

ounces, mine tend to weigh 6.5 ounces. That

doesn’t mean they won’t float! You can use a

chopstick to gently put holes in the bombs,

then lightly cover them back up.

If you want more fizz…  increase your citric

acid

If you want less foam…  reduce your SLSA

If your bath bombs last too long…  reduce

your SLSA

If your bath bombs crack…  reduce (or

eliminate) the Coco Betaine, or reduce

cornstarch

If your bath bombs are dusty…  spray with

rubbing alcohol 2-3 days after they have

been made

If your bath bombs crumble…  pack harder

Many times that will help with floating. The

heavier bombs also mean they might have flat

bottoms. The empty plastic bath bomb molds

will help the rounds stay nice and…  round…

but for shaped bath bombs you can place

them on bubble wrap, foam or something else

soft and padded to help them retain their

shape!
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Thank you so much for choosing to use this recipe! As a small business owner and maker myself I

know that paying for recipes can feel really risky. What if it doesn’t work? What if you waste your

time? The good news is that many many people have been able to successfully use this recipe in

humid weather with repeatable, predictable results. I also want to encourage you to join the Bath

Fizz and Foam Facebook group  for inspiration, ideas, and community! This is a great place to learn

and share with others, to ask questions and troubleshoot! We look forward to seeing you there!

I’d also like to thank Amanda Aaron for formatting this recipe and  doing, as I often say, most of

the hard work (aka the computer stuff).  If it weren’t for her y’all would be stuck with my

handwritten notes and  none of the serious cuteness you’re currently feasting your eyes on.  She’s

a great friend and benefactor to the handmade cosmetics industry  and I’d be remiss if I did not

acknowledge her part in this!

Happy Bath Bomb Making!

-Robyn, Scandalous Soap Co.


